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INT. - ALIXX’S OFFICE - DAY

ALIXX is behind her desk with a bitchy smirk on her face.

ZANDER is sitting in a chair opposite her. ASHLEY, ARAM,

FIFI, and DETECTIVE GREENE are all standing around the room

behind ZANDER.

ALIXX

So, you’ve come to ask for more

time.

ZANDER

Yes, I have been under a lot of new

stresses lately -

ALIXX

(Cutting him off)

Stress? You want to talk about

stress? How about trying to coral

several writers who all think they

are your only client and ignore

deadlines? All while answering to a

board of crusty old men who would

love to see a woman like myself

fail?

ZANDER

If you’ll note the letter from Dr.

Stein -

ALIXX

(Cutting him off again)

Oh, I got the letter from your

shrink. Crazy is not an excuse to

be late with your work. They are

called deadlines for a reason. You

make them or else you’re dead!

ZANDER

I’m not crazy. I’m -

ARAM

Says the man who sees dead people.

ZANDER and ASHLEY glare at ARAM.

ALIXX

You’re what?

ZANDER

I’m... almost finished.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

ALIXX

How finished is almost finished?

ZANDER

I just need to name and catch the

murderer. Another month tops.

ALIXX

Excellent. I’ll give you a week.

ZANDER

A week?! I would have no time for

anything else like sleeping or

eating -

ARAM

Or all those trips to Starbucks.

ALIXX

You could do it if you took me up

on my offer of an assistant -

ZANDER

No! No more people in my house!

ALIXX

(Startled)

Alright, Zander. No assistant. I’ll

give you two weeks.

ZANDER

A month.

ALIXX

(Sighs)

I don’t think you know how

negotiating works, Zander. I say

two weeks and you say three, then

we agree on something in the

middle.

ZANDER

Oh I know all about negotiating.

How about I agree to two weeks but

get twenty-five percent of your

very generous bonus for my novel?

ALIXX

(Glaring at ZANDER)

Three weeks.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

ZANDER

Done.

ZANDER gets up and heads out the door, pauses and looks back

at ALIXX.

ZANDER

Always a pleasure, Alexandrea.

INT. - HALLWAY - DAY

ALIXX O.S.

It’s Alixx!!!


